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Abstract This paper presents an experimental study which shows that, for the Intel x86 architecture, single-bit control flow errors in the authentication sections of targeted applications can result in significant security vulnerabilities. The experiment targets two well-known Internet server applications: FTP and SSH (secure shell), injecting single-bit control flow errors into user authentication sections of the applications. The injected sections constitute approximately 2-8% of the text segment of the target applications. The results show that out of all activated errors (a) 1-2% compromised system security (create a permanent window of vulnerability), (b) 43-62% resulted in crash failures (about 8.5% of these errors create a transient window of vulnerability), and (c) 7-12% resulted in fail silence violations. A key reason for the measured security vulnerabilities is that, in the x86 architecture, conditional branch instructions are a minimum of one Hamming distance apart. The design and evaluation of a new encoding scheme that reduces or eliminates this problem is presented.



1. Introduction Networked systems, such as large web server farms and e-commerce transaction systems, are often running under high loads, faults, errors, and security attacks. Designers of such systems frequently seek to implement fault tolerance as well as a high level of security. Hence, it is critical to understand the relationships and interactions between errors and security problems. This paper examines the impact of errors on system security. The objective is to study the hypothesis that control flow errors1 can compromise system security. This hypoth1 Errors seen by an application can be broadly classified as data errors and control errors. Data errors affect the values of variables or registers of the application. Control errors change the control flow of the application and cause a divergence from the intended execution path.



esis is tested on two widely used Internet applications, ftpd (the daemon program for Internet File Transfer Protocol) and sshd (the daemon program for the Secure Shell Protocol) running on x86 boxes under Linux. Both programs require user authentication before granting access to server resources. An analysis of the user authentication sections of these two applications shows that, due to the structure of the code, corruption of control flow instructions can potentially subvert the programmer’s intended flow of control and open the system to intruders. Error injections using NFTAPE [19, 20] are performed to create realistic failure scenarios and to analyze their impact on system security. In particular, whether corruption to control flow instructions (even by a single-bit flip) can make the system vulnerable to security attacks is examined. The study focuses on control flow errors, since they can lead to data corruptions, process crashes, fail silence violations and possibly security vulnerabilities. Also, the authentication sections of the target applications are control-intensive and therefore, more sensitive to control flow errors. The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1. Analysis of the impact of control flow errors on system security. 2. Identification of two types of system vulnerability windows: (1) permanent and (2) transient. We define permanent vulnerability window as the time period during which the system (due to an error) becomes permanently open to an intruder until the application is reloaded, swapped, or the system is rebooted. A transient vulnerability window is defined as the time period between the activation of an error (i.e., execution of an erroneous instruction) and the occurence of an application/system crash. This study shows that a transient window can include the execution of more than 16,000 instructions (not counting those executed inside the



kernel). During this time, the error can propagate, and as a result, the application may send erroneous messages to other participants in the network, wrongfully change its internal state, or compromise other system components; 3. Design and evaluation of a new encoding scheme for branch instructions (on Intel x86) to reduce or eliminate cases in which a single-bit error compromises the system integrity. Results show that out of all activated errors: (1) 1-2% of errors compromise system security (create a permanent window of vulnerability), (2) 43-62% of errors result in crash failures (about 8.5% of these errors create a transient window of vulnerability), and (3) 7-12% of errors result in fail silence violations. Detailed analysis shows that most of the security break-ins and many of the fail silence violation cases are caused by the program taking a valid but incorrect path in the presence of errors. A key reason for this is the fact that, in the x86 architecture [8], conditional branch instructions are a minimum of one Hamming distance apart. Thus a single-bit flip can change a branch equal to branch not equal, resulting in the identified security problems. A new instruction encoding which increases the Hamming distance between the conditional branch instructions is proposed and evaluated.



2. Related Work Errors in the application control flow have been demonstrated to have potentially severe consequences, including system crashes and fail-silence violations. The impact of and the protection against control flow errors have been studied for quite some time. Mahmood [12] presents a survey of techniques in hardware for detecting control flow errors. Several software-based techniques have been proposed and implemented either at the assembly or high-level language level. Examples include Block Signature Self Checking [14], Enhanced Control Checking with Assertions [1] and Pre-Emptive Control Signatures (PECOS)[4]. System security is also an area of intensive research. Previous work on security focuses on authentication protocols [15, 22], encryption [18], intrusion detection, and anomaly detection [2]. Recently, studies on quantitative measurement of operational security [6, 16] have proposed methods to quantify security in operational environments. Also emerging is research on the impact of environmental factors on intrusion detection systems [13]. Several important studies examine the impact of fault/errors on system security. Ghosh et al. [7] present an source-code-based approach to analyzing impact of software design errors and deficiencies on system security. The corruption of the program state is achieved by syntactic mutation of the source code. The program source is instru-



mented with fault functions that alter program variables in the selected locations. For simple mutations (e.g., a logical negation on Boolean variables), locations can be determined automatically; for complex errors such as buffer overflow, a manual examination of the code is required to identify the candidate locations. As the authors indicate, while the proposed approach is not geared toward finding actual security hazards, the analysis is valuable because it reveals the potential for a security-critical flaws. Kuhn et al. [3, 11] describe techniques used to compromise smartcard-based security protection. Using clock and power glitches or external electrical transients, the authors identify attack techniques which can reveal internal characteristics of a system. Such techniques can be used to corrupt conditional jumps and test instructions and to bypass security-checking barriers. In practice, designing such attacks usually requires sophisticated equipment, in-depth understanding of VLSI design, and detailed knowledge of both the processor and the software. For example, to synchronize the clock glitch with the execution of a particular instruction requires a significant effort in terms of time (for systematic search to identify right parameters) and equipment (DSP/FPGA board that produces signals for the card), and a very good understanding of the design(to develop sophisticated software for controlling the board). Moreover there is no guarantee that the timing characteristics established for a processor on a given card will be successful for another card, even if both cards use the same processor model. Notwithstanding these difficulties, this research clearly identifies a significant security problem. In comparison, this paper attempts to bring together the studies on errors and system security. It shows that naturally occurring errors in the code segment of an otherwise correct program can compromise the security of a system. Thus, without any advance knowledge about the target system, a relatively passive intruder can succeed if the attack is persistent. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experiment to explicitly show the potential for a naturally occurring fault to cause a security breach in major applications.



3. Impact of Errors on System Security: Examples This section introduces the two target applications and provides examples illustrating how data and control errors can create security holes in these applications.



3.1. Target Applications File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [17] is an Internet protocol used for transferring files between a file server and a client host. A user logon to an FTP server authenticates itself by user name and password and then retrieves or uploads



files from/to the file server. This study uses wu-ftpd-2.6.0, a widely used server implementation from Washington University. The user authentication part of this implementation includes two functions, user() and pass(), which check the user identity and password and award access if both checks pass. These two functions have 1211 lines of C source code, constituting about 5.8% of the wu-ftpd-2.6.0 source base and about 8% of the compiled binary code. In these two functions, branch instructions (the target for error injection) account for about 13% of the code. Secure Shell (SSH) [22] is a program used to log into another computer over a network and execute commands on the remote host. SSH provides strong authentication and secure communications over insecure channels. SSH is most useful for logging into a UNIX computer from a remote machine in cases in which the traditional telnet and rlogin programs would not provide password and session encryption. The ssh-1.2.30 distribution by SSH Communications Security in Finland is employed in this study. The user authentication part of this implementation includes the three functions do authentication(), auth rhosts(), and auth password(). These three functions have 1236 lines of C source code, about 3.6% of the SSH source code base, and 2.1% of the compiled binary code. In these three functions, branch instructions (the target for error injection) account for about 12% of the referred code.



C Source Code if ( ... && (strcmp(xpasswd, pw->pw_passwd) == 0)) { rval = 0; } if ( rval ) { /* deny access */ ... } /* grant access */ ... Disassembled Binary Code     



push push call add test



%eax %ecx  $0x8,%esp %eax,%eax



# pw->pw_passwd # xpasswd # call strcmp() # shrink stack # test if return # value is 0  jne  # not 0, to   xor %ebx,%ebx # if 0, rval=0  test %ebx,%ebx # is rval 0?  je  # 0, grant  push $0x8062907 # not 0, deny ... deny access and return ... : ... grant access ...



3.2. Example 1 The first example is taken from function pass() of wu-ftpd-2.6.0. This function is responsible for checking whether the remote user’s password is correct and granting/denying access to the server accordingly. In this example, the C code checks whether the provided password matches the system stored password and sets a grant flag if they match. The C source code and the disassembled binary code are shown in Figure 1. In the code segment shown in Figure 1, three instructions that can subvert the integrity of the server with a single-bit error are identified. One instruction provides a function argument, and the other two are conditional branch instructions that are decision-making points in the server process. 1. At address , a single-bit flip can change push %eax (encoding 0x50) to push %ecx (encoding 0x51), which provides strcmp() with two identical strings and makes strcmp() always return 0. 2. At address , a single-bit flip can change jne (encoding 0x75) to je (encoding 0x74) and reverse the branch direction. Instead of branching to , the program fall through to  and sets %ebx (rval) to 0.



Figure 1. Example: pass() of ftpd 3. At address , it behaves similarly, except it may change je to jne. Instead of falling through to the deny part in case of a wrong password, it branches to the password accept part of the code. In all three cases, the server will grant access to the system for anyone who logs in with an existing user name (relative easy to obtain) and an arbitrary or invalid password. Observe that this situation creates a permanent security hole, which can be eliminated only through application reload or system reboot. This can happen because the Hamming distances between the opcodes of je and jne, push %eax and push %ecx are both one on x86 processors. Therefore, a single-bit error can change push %eax to push %ecx and je to jne or vice versa. Such a change completely reverses the control flow of the program and results in a security breach.



3.3. Example 2 This example is taken from function do authentication() of sshd. This function uses a combination of mechanisms to authenticate a remote



user. The code segment shown in Figure 2 is one of the authentication mechanisms. namely auth hosts(...), which returns a non-zero value when the remote user is awarded access to the system. Again, if the je instruction in the disassembled code is changed to jne, the flow of control is subverted and results in a security violation, i.e., an unauthorized user can get into the system. C Source Code if (auth_rhosts( ... )) { /* Authentication accepted. */ ... authenticated = 1; break; }



C Source Code int packet_read(void) { char buf[8192]; ... /* read packet from network */ len = read(connection_in, buf, sizeof(buf)); ... } Disassembled Binary Code push lea push pushl call



$0x2000 -0x2080(%ebp),%esi %esi 0x8077604 804a4a8 



# sizeof(buf) # buf # connection_in # call read



Disassembled Binary Code call mov add test je ... movl ... jmp



 %eax,%edx $0x18,%esp %edx,%edx 



# call auth_hosts # ret. value



0x804c093



# break to accept



# # # $0x1,-0x44(%ebp)# #



if %edx == 0 yes, deny no, accept authenticated = 1;



Figure 2. Example: do authentication() of sshd



3.4. Example 3 This example is taken from function packet read() of sshd. It shows how a data error can affect the secure operation of the server. When function read(...) is called to receive a packet from the network, it performs buffer overflow checking, i.e., it checks whether the size of the incoming data does not exceed the predefined data buffer, buf. An error that alters the immediate number 0x2000 (decimal 8192) in the push instruction, a data error on calling stack for read(), or a control flow error inside the read() function when the buffer boundary checking is executed can create an opportunity for stack overflow attacks, i.e., hijack the server process. The three examples presented in this section provide convincing evidence that errors in the code segment of an application can make system vulnerable from a security perspective. More importantly, any of the discussed scenarios creates permanent security hole. These holes do not crash



Figure 3. Example: packet read() of sshd the system, but as long as the system is not rebooted or the memory pages are not reloaded, any user can log in without proper authentication. While in these examples explicit corruption to branch instructions is used to highlight the problem, errors in other sections of the program and errors in other types of instructions can also propagate and lead to the same problem.



4. Experimental Approach To better understand how errors impact the security of the target applications and to assess the likelihood of compromising system security due to errors in the text segment, a set of error-injection-based experiments was conducted. A method called selective exhaustive injection was used as a trade-off between random and exhaustive error injections. Random injection is an effective way to characterize failure behaviors when the target application is large, but it suffers from an inability to provide full understanding of the impact and distribution of errors. Exhaustive injection, on the other hand, provides a complete view of error impact but suffers from the prohibitive cost of time and computational resources. Our method is a trade-off between the two. It is selective in the sense that only the code segments most relevent to our evaluation goal, i.e., the authentication sections of the executables were chosen. Error injections were only conducted in those regions of the code segment that are critical for the integrity of the systems from a security point of view. The error injections were exhaustive in that experiments were run until every bit of every branch instruction in the selected segments is injected. For each experiment, one bit in the code was flipped and the server was run un-



til completion of one client connection. For example, the instruction je $PC+5 (encoding 0x7406) has two bytes (16 bits). Sixteen experiments for this instruction are run, each running with one of the 16 bits corrupted. Injecting one error at a time allows us to observe the exact consequence of each error. If multiple bit errors are used in each experiment, it is often hard to trace exactly which of them resulted in a crash or semantic violation. Error injection campaigns are performed using NFTAPE [19, 20], a software implemented tool set for fault and error injections in networked environments. A debugger-based injector from NFTAPE is used. The injector loads the server executable into memory, sets a breakpoint at the instruction where an error is to be injected, and starts running the server process. In the meantime, a client for the server that started on another machine tries to log onto the server. If the chosen instruction is on a path that the server needs to execute for a specific run, the server stops at the pre-set breakpoint and the injector injects the error at that time and continues execution of the server process. However, if the chosen instruction is not on an execution path, the server runs to completion without the breakpoint being activated. This procedure is used to monitor whether the corrupted instruction is executed. If the error is activated and causes the server process to crash, the injector intercepts the signal and logs it before the server process is terminated. Otherwise, output from the server process and the injector are logged for off-line analysis.



5. Experimental Results and Analysis This section presents the results from error injection campaigns on sshd and ftpd and discussions of our findings.



5.1. Result Categorization In the conducted error injection experiments, the activation and execution of an erroneous instruction leads to different types of outcomes. Outcomes are categorized into the following five types: Not Activated (NA) The breakpoint is not reached during the execution, and therefore, the client and server operate in a normal manner. Activated but Not Manifested (NM) The breakpoint is reached and the corrupted instruction is executed, but the error has no impact on the server and the client gets the requested service. System Section (SD) The corrupted instruction is executed, and the server crashes because of the error. The crash is usually caused by an illegal instruction or segmentation violation.



Fail Silence Violation (FSV) The corrupted instruction is executed, but the communication pattern and/or data exchanged between the server and client is not consistent with an error-free execution. That means the error causes the server to take a different execution path and results in violation of the intended flow of control. In the context of our selected applications, examples of FSV are skipping sending a message, sending an extra message, or erroneosly denying access to a resource. Security Break-in (BRK) This is a special type of FSV that creates security holes. The manifestation of BRK is that the server program awards access to the client when it should not do so. In ftpd, a break-in means a client successfully logged in and retrieved files from the server; in sshd, it means the remote client successfully got a login shell when it should not have.



5.2. FTP Error Injection Results and Analysis Errors are injected into the branch instructions in the two selected functions user() and pass(). Four different client access patterns are used to log on to the server and to characterize server behavior. Client1 uses an existing user name but a wrong password, emulating a security attack from an unauthorized client. Client2 uses an existing user name and a correct password. Client3 uses an non-existing user name and password. Client4 logs on as an anonymous user. All clients try to retrieve several files if the server authorize the login. The FTP columns of Table 1 show the results distribution for 7432 runs, corresponding to the number of bits in all branch instructions in the target functions. There are two columns for each client, the left column shows the raw number for each result category, and the right column shows the percentage against all activated errors. A dash (-) denotes not applicable. This format is used throughout this paper. On average, about 88% of all errors are never activated. The low activation rate is because large chunks of the selected code are not executed during a run of one particular type of client request. For example, when Client1 attempts to log on as a normal user, the code that handles anonymous login is not reached. Client1 uses a wrong password, thus the code segment that handles correct passwords and grants access is not reached. The four selected client access patterns exercised most of the two target functions. About 38.5% of activated errors have no impact on the correct execution of the server and client. This level is typical in fault injection experiments and occurs because the injected bit errors do not change the type of an opcode. About 52% of all activated errors result in system detection, i.e., the server process crashes. These errors make an instruction invalid, change the offset of the branch instruction to a invalid location, or change a branch instruction to



Type NA NM SD FSV BRK



FTP Client1 6776 307 46.80% 285 43.45% 57 8.69% 7 1.07%



FTP Client2 6384 410 39.12% 517 49.33% 121 11.55% -



FTP Client3 6936 190 38.31% 273 55.04% 33 6.65% -



FTP Client4 6176 378 30.10% 785 62.50% 93 7.40% -



SSH Client1 1424 498 40.16% 650 52.42% 73 5.89% 19 1.53%



SSH Client2 1408 500 39.81% 659 52.47% 97 7.72% -



Table 1. FTP and SSH Result Distributions another type of instruction and cause the register or memory state to be changed. About 9% of all activated errors cause fail silence violations. Different manifestations of FSV were observed. Sometimes the server process sends an extra or wrong message that confuses the client; sometimes the server skips sending a required message the client is waiting for, making the client hang; sometimes the server grants/denies access for a client while the protocol indicates it should act otherwise. For example, consider one of the runs for Client1. The client sends user name to the server and expects an acknowledgement. Due to a control flow error in the server process the server, instead of sending an acknowldegement to the client, branches to an erroneous location and sends an invalid reply message that confuses the client. Note that the server process ultimately crashes due to an internal state problem caused by the error. Of particular interest for our study are 7 cases of BRK which compromised the security of the server. In these cases, Client1 obtained unauthorized access to the system using an invalid password.



5.3. SSH Error Injection Results and Analysis As in ftpd, errors were injected into branch instructions in the selected three user authentication functions, do authentication(), auth rhosts() and auth password(). Two client access patterns were applied. Client1 logs on to the server using an existing user name but a wrong password; Client2 used an existing user name and a correct password. The SSH columns of Table 1 show the results distribution for all 2664 runs, corresponding to the number of bits in all branch instructions in the target functions. The percentage columns in the table are computed against all activated errors. On the average, about 40% of all errors are never activated. Compared to the results from ftpd, sshd has much higher error activation rate because the C source code in the sshd implementation is more compact than that of ftpd. About 40% of activated errors have no impact on the correct execution of the server and client. About 52% of activated errors cause a system detection and the server process crashes. About 7.5% of activated errors caused fail silence violations. The manifestations of fail silence violations are similar to those observed in ftpd.



About 1.5% (19 cases) of activated errors from Client1 open the system to security attacks. Comparing the percentages of BRK from ftpd and sshd, sshd has a higher break-in rate than ftpd (1.1%, 7 cases). Analysis of protocol and source code reveals the reason for this difference. In ftpd, user name and password checking is the only mechanism of authentication, i.e., there is only a single point of entry to the system. In sshd, combinations of mechanisms such as RSA (public key authentication), UNIX password, and rhosts (similar to rlogin) can be used for user authentication. For each client, there exist multiple points of entry into the system. Errors in any of these checks can compromise the integrity of the system. From a security point of view, a single point of control is always preferred. Given that an error changes the control flow of an application, applications with multiple points of entry have a higher probability of being compromised than those with a single point of entry.



5.4. Discussion Persistent and Latent Errors. The results presented show that when an error manifests, it results in either fail silence violation or a system detection. Because most errors are not activated or not manifested, one can argue that the chance of an error causing any security problem is small. In our experience, this probability while small is not negligible. Further, when an error occurs in the system, either in physical memory or stable storage, it persists until the memory page is reloaded or the system is rebooted. Consequently, there is a permanent condition that either keeps crashing the server or causes fail silence violations ensuing security vulnerabilities. Client requests with similar access patterns will cause the server to fail in similar fashions. Impact of System Load. Previous work [5, 9, 10, 21] shows that a program under a heavy load tends to have more error manifestations than one under a light load. This was true in our experiments also. The server programs under our study use the following processing model: (1) the main server process listens on the server port for client connections; (2) upon an incoming client request, the main server process forks off a child process to handle the client request. In this processing paradigm, errors stay in memory and remain latent for all subsequent client-handling processes. A higher server load means more client requests coming in



and the potential for more diversified client request patterns. The more diversified client requests are, the higher the chance of different parts of the server code being exercised and thus the higher the probability of a latent error being manifested. Transient Window of Vulnerability. This study examined the manner in which errors cause crash failures and tried to determine what the server was doing between execution of an erroneous instruction and the resulting crash. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the number of machine instructions executed for the crashing process between the error activation point and the crash point from FTP Client1 experiment. These numbers do not include the instructions executed inside the kernel. Note that X axis is in log scale. 180
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This section examines the reason why the corruption of control flow instructions causes security breaches and crashes. A solution to eliminate these problems is also proposed. Examining the BRK and FSV cases observed in the error injection campaigns, it is found that those failures have two causes: (1) change in a branch instruction’s offset and (2) change in a branch instruction’s opcode. In the case of offset change, the program branches to a location other than the intended one and either executes some extra code or skips execution of code that would be executed in an error-free case. In the case of opcode change, e.g. a je is changed jne, the program takes a valid but incorrect branch. Table 2 shows the breakdown of locations inside an instruction where the errors were injected. As mentioned earlier, this injection set is exhaustive. Abbr. 2BC
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6. New Instruction Set Encoding Scheme
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Figure 4. Number of Instructions between Error and Crash (X axis is in log scale)



The majority (91.5%) of crash failure cases occur within less than 100 instructions after a corrupted instruction is executed. However, in the remaining 8.5% cases, the server executes hundreds, thousands, or even tens of thousands of instructions before it crashes (again not counting the instructions executed inside the kernel due to system calls). Crash failures with long latency between error activation and crash can be dangerous with respect to security, as they create a transient window of vulnerability to the outside world. The server processes can potentially send out erroneous messages to the clients or incorrectly process messages received from clients. Close examination of some of the crash cases with long latency showed that in several cases erroneous messages were sent out or received from the clients. Although in the limited cases examined no security hole resulted from such an error, the potential for this problem nevertheless exists and needs a more extensive study.



MISC



Definition Opcode of 2-byte conditional branch instruction Operand of 2-byte conditional branch instruction Byte 1 of opcode of 6-byte conditional branch instruction Byte 2 of opcode of 6-byte conditional branch instruction Operand of 6-byte conditional branch instruction Others



Table 2. Error Location Abbreviations Table 3 shows the breakdown of error injection results according to the definitions in Table 2. Between 38% and 63% of the BRK and FSV cases are caused by a singlebit error in the opcode of a 2-byte conditional branch instructions. About 6.5% to 18% of these cases are caused by an error in the second opcode byte of a 6-byte conditional branch instruction. A closer examination reveals that vast majority of those errors occur because a single-bit error causes a conditional branch instruction to change to another conditional branch instruction and therefore subverts the intended path of execution. The reason for such a radical change under the single-bit error model is that the Intel x86 instruction set [8] currently uses continuous encoding of all the conditional branch instructions (also observed in the Sun SPARC instruction set). On x86, there are two sets of conditional branch instructions, 2-byte and 6-byte2. The 2-byte set has one byte of 2 The 16-bit branch target offset is not considered because all of the experiments were conducted on Linux in 32-bit addressing mode.



Location 2BC 2BO 6BC1 6BC2 6BO MISC Total



FTP Client1 39 60.94% 16 25.00% 2 3.12% 7 10.94% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 64 -



FTP Client2 76 62.81% 23 19.01% 4 3.31% 14 11.57% 2 1.65% 2 1.65% 121 -



FTP Client3 20 60.61% 7 21.21% 2 6.06% 3 9.09% 1 3.03% 0 0.00% 33 -



FTP Client4 46 49.46% 11 11.83% 5 5.38% 17 18.28% 10 10.75% 4 4.30% 93 -



SSH Client1 41 44.57% 22 23.91% 0 0.00% 6 6.52% 7 7.61% 16 17.39% 92 -



SSH Client2 37 38.14% 26 26.80% 0 0.00% 7 7.22% 8 8.25% 19 19.59% 97 -



Table 3. FTP and SSH Break-ins and Fail Silence Violations by Location opcode and one byte of branch offset; the 6-byte set has two bytes of opcode and 4 bytes of branch offset. Opcodes of both sets are continuously encoded. The opcodes for the 2-byte set ranges from 0x70 to 0x7F, and the opcodes of the 6-byte set ranges from 0x0F80 to 0x0F8F. Continuous encoding makes processor implementation much easier due to fast instruction decoding, microcode lookup, and executions. It means however, that the minimum Hamming distance between the opcodes of instructions in the same set is one. As a result, a single-bit error can change one conditional branch instruction to another and thus change the control flow intended by the programmer. For example, in the 2-byte case, je is 0x74 and jne is 0x75, and the Hamming distance between the two is one. A single-bit flip can change je to jne or vice versa. The implication is that a denial of access to a resource on the system becomes a grant of access and thus compromises the integrity of the system.



6.1. New Encoding Scheme We propose a new instruction set encoding scheme that increases the Hamming distance between the block of conditional branch instructions to two and eliminates the possibility of a single-bit error subverting the flow of control. This is achieved by reshuffling the encoding of the current instruction set. Table 4 shows the mapping from encoding in the old instruction set to encoding in the new instruction set. To achieve a minimum Hamming distance of two, the last bit of the most significant four bits of the old opcode is used as the parity bit for the least four significant bits (odd parity is used). Note that any parity encoding has a minimum Hamming distance of two. For example, jo with encoding 0x70 has a binary representation of 0111 0000, the odd parity bit for the lower four bits 0000 is 1 (which is already there), therefore the encoding of jo in the new instruction set remains 0111 0000. On the other hand, jno with encoding 0x71 has a binary representation of 0111 0001, the odd parity bit for the lower four bits 0001 is 0, therefore the last bit of the higher four bits needs to be changed to 0 resulting in the new encoding 0110 0001 (0x61). Doing this, the new encoding



for some of the branch instructions uses the encoding of non-branch instructions in the original encoding scheme. To eliminate this conflict, the encoding of the non-branch instructions are swapped with the branch instruction, e.g., in the case of jno, 0x61 is used in the new encoding and 0x71 is used for popa, which has an encoding of 0x61 in the old instruction set. The mapping for the opcode of 6-byte instructions is done similarly to the second byte of their opcodes. Table 4 shows how conditional branch opcodes from the old instruction set are mapped into the new instruction encoding scheme. Columns 2-byte Old and 6-byte Old are mapped to columns 2-byte New and 6-byte New, respectively. Table 4 shows only the conditional branch mappings. It does not include the swapped non-branch instructions. Next, the evaluation approach and the experimental results from the new encoding scheme are presented. Mnemonics JO JNO JB JNB JE JNE JNA JA JS JNS JP JNP JL JNL JNG JG



2-byte Old 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 7B 7C 7D 7E 7F



2-byte New 70 61 62 73 64 75 76 67 68 79 7A 6B 7C 6D 6E 7F



6-byte Old 0F 80 0F 81 0F 82 0F 83 0F 84 0F 85 0F 86 0F 87 0F 88 0F 89 0F 8A 0F 8B 0F 8C 0F 8D 0F 8E 0F 8F



6-byte New 0F 90 0F 81 0F 82 0F 93 0F 84 0F 95 0F 96 0F 87 0F 88 0F 99 0F 9A 0F 8B 0F 9C 0F 8D 0F 8E 0F 9F



Table 4. x86 Conditional Branch Instruction Encoding Mapping



6.2. Experimental Approach



7. Conclusions and Future Directions



To evaluate the new encoding scheme, one must either implment it on a real processor or implement the encoding in a processor simulator. While a real implementation is the preferred option, it is not feasible for us to conduct the experiment. Simulation cannot emulate the real machine environment needed to conduct error injection experiments and obtain realistic results. Therefore a novel approach was used in this study to test the new encoding scheme on an existing x86 processor using error injection. Assume the existence of a hypothetical processor that incorporates the new instruction encoding, whenever an instruction from the text segment is picked for error injection, it is mapped from the old encoding to the new one. Then a bit in the mapped new instruction is selected to obtain an erroneous instruction in the new encoding. The erroneous instruction is then mapped back to the old instruction encoding and is executed on the processor. We believe that this process can accurately emulate error injection for the new encoding on the current processor. The mapping can be easily derived from Table 4. For example, consider instruction je (0x74, 01110100 binary) from the text segment of a current x86 executable. It is mapped to the new encoding scheme using Table 4, results in 0x64, binary 01100100. Assume that the least significant bit is flipped (from 0 to 1); it results in 0x65 or binary 01100101. This value is mapped back to the old instruction encoding and results in 0x65. Note that any encoding not shown in Table 4 remains the same in both old and new encodings. As another example, if 0x65 in the old instruction set is to be injected, it is mapped to the new encoding, which is still 0x65 and the least significant bit is flipped to obtain 0x64. This is then mapped back to the old encoding, giving us 0x74 (je). This je is then executed on the current processor.



This paper shows that naturally occurring errors in the text segment of an application can cause security vulnerabilities. This is demonstrated through error injection experiments conducted on two Internet applications, ftpd and sshd. The results show that, given that an error hits the selected program segment, there is a measurable probability that it will create a security vulnerability, a fail silence violation, or a system crash. The analysis reveals that security and fail silence violations are caused mostly by the program taking a valid but incorrect branch due to a single-bit error. We present the design and evaluation of a new encoding scheme for branch instructions that reduces or eliminates cases in which a single-bit error compromises system integrity. Closer analysis of crash failures reveals that, although in most cases the system crashes immediately, there are cases in which the process executes thousands or even tens of thousands of instructions before crash. During this period, the process can send erroneous messages or erroneously change the program’s internal data structures and potentially compromise system security. It is reasonable to ask about the likelihood of the error scenario presented in this paper. To answer this, a testbed to run massive random error injection experiments targeting FTP servers while the servers are under constant attacks has been set up. The preliminary results show that about one out of 3,000 single-bit errors causes security violation. Given the large number of FTP servers in service, the chance of security violations is not negligible. In comparison, to break into a smartcard using active glitch attacks requires several months for an experienced hacker to develop software[3] and to conduct clock glitch timing search. From this perspective, the passive breaking demonstrated in this paper seems plausible. In terms of future work, clearly more experimentation is essential on a variety of applications to understand the relationship between error and security vulnerability in operational environments. Some specific areas of interest include: exploring error propagation and its impact on system security, experimenting with other forms of security attacks besides login with fake password, and studying other security sensitive applications.



6.3. Experimental Results and Discussion The error injection campaigns described in Section 5 are repeated under the new instruction encoding scheme. Table 5 shows the results from the new experiments for ftpd and sshd. Comparing Table 1 with Table 5, significant reduction in BRK and FSV using the new instruction encoding scheme is observed. The last two rows in Table 5 show the BRK and FSV reduction percentage. In the case of BRK, which affects the system security, the reduction is 86% for ftpd and 21% for sshd. In case of FSV, which consists of non-security related fail silence violations, the reduction is 21% to 40% for ftpd and 34% to 38% for sshd. A breakdown analysis similar to those presented in Table 3 shows that the reductions shown in Table 5 are due to the new encoding scheme. In particular, BRK and FSV reductions due to 2BC and 6BC2 account for all the reductions.
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